
USB-C/USB-C Cable (PD
60W) 1m Black
245742

12,95 €

Zendure SuperCord USB-C to USB-C Cable. A Nylon
Braided Charge and Data Sync Type-C Charger Cable
for Samsung Galaxy S9/S9+/Note 8, Nintendo Switch,
MacBook, Chromebook Pixel, Huawei Matebook and
More.

Done With Frayed and Broken Cables?
We’ve all faced the frustration of USB cables breaking after several months of use. We keep buying one after another,
and still have not discovered a durable cable that will hold up for a lifetime.

After a year of development, designing different braiding methods, trying different quality materials and thousands of
tests, we’ve created the ultimate durable and stylish cable that comes with lifetime warranty – Zendure SuperCord

Braided Cable
Each cable is woven with defense-grade fibers to enhance durability and flexibility. To provide all-around protection for
the whole cable, we also reinforce the cable’s construction with advanced technology.

Ultra Strong & Durable
Zendure SuperCord USB Cable is certificated by TÜV Lab, proving the high 50000+ bend lifespan at 180 degrees,
which is ten times ber than ordinary cables. Attached genuine leather strap: This convenient strap ensures that your
cable doesn’t get tangled up.

Superior Strain Relief & Reinforced Connector
With soft and flexible material, this strain relief helps absorb stress and reinforce the junction between the cable and
connector. The fire resistant PVC protects the circuit board and chipset inside with a stainless steel connector.

Perfect Design with Genuine Leather Strap
Premium braided jacket provides unparalleled protection for inner wires. The attached genuine leather strap lets you
manage your cable neatly. This convenient strap ensures that your cable doesn’t get

SRP 12,95 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour

Size 1M
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tangled up.

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0857348008218

Manufacturer number: ZDC2CK3-BK

Product weight: 0.067 kilograms
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